
 Malinois Waterslager
Translated from the Italian by Sebastian Vallelunga

It is surely the most widespread and most
commonly raised of the canary song breeds. To
be realistic one must say that a decade or so
ago this would have been a title to be hotly
contested by the harz roller, but surely this
breed has overtaken the harz in popularity.  Its
exact origins are somewhat nebulous as is the
case with any race of canary.  The use of the
computer and printed pedigree are, after all, a
recent thing!

In any case, it seems that malinois origins must be searched for in Flanders among largish
yellow birds raised for their song from the start.  Naturally, it was a canary breed born of
the fruit of crossbreeding with other birds of the general appearance of the great holland
canary (what the English canary writers call the old dutch canary variety, blood stock that
may figure in the development of both the waterslager and the humpback among
others—trans.) as well as German birds from the Tyrol.  These, however, are theories
passed on by word of mouth long after the fact.  It is certain that the first club established
for this breed was founded in Anvers in 1872. And, at the same time, a breed called the
great yellow canary, a direct descendent of the great holland was very common.  The fact
that this bird is later crossed with German birds causes one to think that there is harz or
common canary blood being bred into birds of the area at the time, something which
cannot be denied.  At any rate, that particular line ended up in quite a different state than
that in which it had begun.  The breeders of the malinois, in fact, mainly oriented
themselves toward perfecting the famous water song typical of the nightingale, leaving
the harz to its own rolled song.  Naturally, even within the context of song selection
alone, there arose “currents” that were dictated by the geographical location of the
breeders.

As is normal, each breeder sought to forge the song of the canary according to his own
personal tastes.  The water sounds, however, have always been a peculiar characteristic of
these canaries and, in fact, they had come to be called nachtegaalslager (nightingale
singers), in that the water sounds were characteristic of the nightingale as has been
already mentioned.  Only later did the name become transformed into waterslager (water
singers).  Today this singer goes by the name of malinois waterslager and also of belgian
waterslager.  The term malinois comes from the city of Malines (Mechelen) near Brussels
and the term waterslager points to the sounds of murmuring water.  We Italians generally
shorten the name to malinois.  In 1926 there was a first tentative step in unifying the
various tastes in order to create one single malinois type, but it wasn’t accomplished until
the Paris Congress of 1956 with its constitution of a unique international organization for
all the breeds:  the C.O.M.



The malinois arrived in Italy in the 60’s thanks to the efforts of breeders of the city of
Pescara (about 70 miles north east of Rome on the Adriatic coast—trans.).  Although one
doesn’t put great importance on the form or color of the birds, the standard foresees a
smallish head, rich and brilliant plumage, a slightly curved stance, a color of yellow or
yellow ticked, and a slender body.  At any rate, one must say that the only factors that
merit much attention are length and color.  In fact, the malinois must be longer than the
common canary due to the probable presence of great yellow bloodlines.  This is also the
cause of the color, which in the beginning was acceptable only in intense yellow,
especially in the case of males.  Only later, and with great effort did first the slightly
ticked and then more greatly ticked birds gain acceptance.  Beyond all of these
discussions is the fact that the basis of this canary breed is nothing other than the song,
and in the end the colors and other parameters of appearance mean very little.  One
should mention, however that the major portion of the canaries of this breed commonly
show a uniform, more or less rich, yellow color and a small dark spot on the head.  As far
as the rustic good health of this bird is concerned, one must say that it is one of the most
prolific and robust of breeds.  And, it is not at all rare to see female malinois used to
foster more difficult breeds.

In the breeding of this race, as with all of the song
canary races, there pervades the use of particular
special practices and equipment.  On the other hand, the
young males of the malinois breed are treated
differently than the males of other breeds.  It is
important to note that beyond the innate and inherited
propensity to sing, these subjects must learn their adult
song and for this reason must attend “song school”!

In short, they are lodged in small individual song cages
and kept in the darkness for a good part of the day.
Without prolonging this writing, let’s just say that in
the beginning they had been placed in groups in flights
according to their singing ability and similarity of song
style and only later are they placed in the smaller cages.
These cages are covered with a piece of cloth or
curtain, and the birds are fed on Spartan fare, only
canary and rape seed.  At this important phase the
pupils can listen to the song of their maestro in a
context which encourages them to imitate him.  One
can hear their bravado at the moment when the curtain
rises and the lights come up, and they begin to perform
their own repertoire.  It goes without saying that the singers must live in an area which is
as isolated as possible from the acoustic point of view, so that they do not pollute their
song with strange noises.  At the contests, teams of four birds are presented which must
have, more or less, the same repertoires.  This fact is very important because the
uniformity of the song is an indicator of the purity of the breeder’s song line (i.e.:  that
which distinguishes between a strain and a mere collection of waterslagers—trans.).  It is



not impossible to participate with a single bird,
but the contest is really an opportunity to
demonstrate that one is in possession of a well-
defined line of birds more than a single star bird
which may well be an isolated case.  Hand in
hand with the lengthening of training, comes a
modification of the diet with the reduction of the
canary seed and the augmenting of the sweet
rape which betters and facilitates the song.

To describe the song with letters is a truly complicated thing; therefore, the table of
melodies which is included in the judge’s card follows.
Flemish French Italian Definition English

Translation
1.  KLOKKENDE
WATERSLAG

Coups d’eau tintes Suonodi stillicido
D’acqua a gocce
lente, suoni
d’acqua scanditi,
sia “metallici” che
“curvati”.

Sounds of slowly
dripping water;
punctuated sounds
of water, whether
from “sharp” to
“rounded”.

2.  BOLLENDE
WATERSLAG

Coups d’eau
bouillonnants

Idem a gocce
rapide, suoni
d’acqua accelerate;
colpi d’acqua
ribollenti.

Rapid drops,
accelerated sounds
of water;  sounds of
boiling water

3.  ROLLENDE
WATERSLAG

Coups roulants Suono d’acqua che
scorre; colpi o
suoni d’acqua
rullati.

Sound of running
water; sounds of
rolling water

4.  CHOR; KNORR Chor: Knorr Rullata profonda Deep roll
5.  STAALTONEN Sons métalliques Suoni metallici Metallic sounds
6.  FLUITEN Flutes Suoni di flauto Flute sounds
7.  WOETEN Woutes Frasi dell’Usignolo Nightingale phrases
8.  BELLEN Clochettes Campanelli

scanditi, tintinnanti
Punctuated bells,
tinkling

9.  BELROL Idem roulées Idem prolungati,
rullati

Prolonged rolling

10. FLUITROL Flutes roulées Flauti prolungati Prolonged flutes
11. TJOKKEN;
TJOKKENROL

Tjoks; Tjoks roules Frasi
dell’Usignolo; idem
prolungate

Nightingale
phrases; same
prolonged

12.  SCHOKKEL;
WATER-SCHOKKEL

Berceuse; idem
mouillée

Suoni bilanciati di
ninnananna; idem
con eco di suoni
d’acqua

Balancing lullaby
sounds; same with
watery echo

13. ONVOORZIENE
TOER

Tours non prévus Frasi impreviste Improvised phrases



TOER
These melodies may be divided into groups.

Group 1 (liquid sounds) contains three melodies which must always bring to mind a
fluidity of sound representing dripping water.  The Klokkende, called Klok, and the
Bollende, called Bol, are differentiated by the duration of the interval from syllable to
syllable.  The problem is that the canary’s  tendency is toward merging the syllables and
shortening the vowels.  The Klok must have a deep tone which is extremely dependent on
the vowels used.  The Bol has a less deep tone and its sound is simpler with regard to its
syllables.  The Bol is exemplified by the sound of large drips falling into a full container
of water.  It is important that they lack a resounding quality which instead is the
prerogative of the Klok.  The Rollende can be defined as a Bollende without intervals.
The effect must be that of water running continuously over stone in a brook.  The tone
should be sufficiently deep.

Group 2 contains simple sounds of a single vowel and lacking, therefore, any hint of
water sound.  The explanations are in the table reproduced above.

Group 3  contains, by the same token, simple sounds as are explained in the table
(Unfortunately, the author doesn’t specify which simple sounds he means to place in
group 2 and which in group 3—trans.).

Group 4 is comprised of the Woeten and the Schokkel.  It is these two melodies which
have virtually vanished in the malinois, and judges normally indicate they are lacking
without actually expecting them to manifest themselves.

Improvised melodies, by the same token as those in group 4, are now almost completely
diminished to the point that they are virtually ignored by the judge or in this case
expunged.  And, ultimately, these can come to be considered negative melodies which in
general can be said to offend the ear of the listener.  Even an optimal singer is not always
exempt from such faults.  These sounds are those which pollute the song and have their
source in the songs of other races of canaries or from sparrows and so on.

                        

This information was translated from the website of the ACAU:  Associazione Ciociara
Allevatori Uccelli di Frosinone—Association of Ciociori Bird Breeders of Frosinone:
http://www.acau.it/index.html

The Ciociori are the people native to the region around the city of Rome who trace their
lineage back to the ancient empire.  The province of Frosinone begins about 20 miles to
the south east of Rome and is most noted for being the place where St. Benedict founded
his monastery at Monte Cassino in around 530 AD.

Italian breeders have been having great luck over the past number of years with their
waterslagers, and I thought it would be fun to see what they had to say about this breed.



N.B.:  I decided not to simply translate the author’s table but to reproduce it and add a
fourth column of English translation in order to show the truly international flavor which
the culture of waterslagers has gained.  The Flemish to French to Italian to English can
also serve as a sort of implied history lesson as well.


